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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to design a Controller that is stable under varying
conditions of system parameters from the trim conditions and also robust for parametric
variation for an Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) System. The PID and Sliding Mode
Controller are the control models for the UAV system that are studied, designed and
analyzed.
The proposed Sliding Mode Controller was applied to a nonlinear second order
system (Single Input Single Output (SISO)) and tested for stability and robustness of the
system for parametric variation. The control model indicated chattering effect with
switching (signum) function. Therefore, in order to negate this chattering effect
Saturation and ATAN functions were proposed for the control input. It was observed that
the modified system demonstrated robustness in presence of parameter uncertainties such
as inertial mass, stiffness, damping, input gain and nonlinear gain. The same model is
tested with a PID Controller and observed that the controller is stable but the tracking
error is 10 times more than the sliding mode controller, this is due to inability of the
linear PID controller to control nonlinear systems.
The sliding mode controller was then extended to control a Single Input Two Output
system for parametric variation. It was observed that the controller was able to stabilize
the system and make the system robust.
Then, Sliding Mode Controller based on Switching theory and Lyapunov's theory
was designed for Unmanned Air Vehicle System under uncertainty conditions. Stable
sliding mode and robust asymptotic stability in uncertain UAV systems were investigated
for variation in Velocity and Angle ofAttack parameters. Finally, simulation results are
presented to show the effectiveness of the design method.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, the intensity of investigation of systems with discontinuous
control actions has been maintained at a high level. In particular, at the first stage, relay
or 'on-off regulators ranked highly for design of feedback systems. The reason was
twofold: ease of implementation and high efficiency ofhardware.
In systems with control as a discontinuous state function, so-called sliding mode
may arise. The control action switches at high frequency causing the sliding modes to
occur in the system. The study of sliding mode embraces a wide range of heterogeneous
areas from pure mathematical problems to application aspects.
Systems with sliding modes have proven to be an efficient tool to control complex
high-order nonlinear dynamic plants operating under uncertainty conditions, a common
problem for many processes ofmodern technology.
1.1 SlidingMode Control OfElectro-Mechanical Systems:
Sliding modes as a phenomenon may appear in a dynamic system governed by
ordinary differential equations with discontinuous right-hand sides. The term sliding
mode control first appeared in relay systems. It may happen that the control as a function
of the system state switches at high frequency; this motion is called sliding mode. It may
be enforced in the simplest first-order tracking relay system with the state variable x (t):
X(t) = f(x) + u(t) (1.1)
With the bounded function f (x), the control input u(t) as a relay function of the tracking
error e (t) (i.e., e = r(t) - x ; r (t) is the reference input) is given by
u(t) =
\u0 if e>0
\-u if e<0
un ^Constant
uosign(e)
The output of e and e = r- f{x) - u0sign(e) have different signs, if u0> f +
(1.2)
It means
that the magnitude of the tracking error decays at finite rate and the error is equal to zero
identically after a finite time interval T. The argument of the control function, e, is equal
to zero, which is discontinuous point i.e., the control input jumps from -u0 to Uq in an
instant of time. For any real time implementation, imperfections in the switching device
mean the control switches at high frequency or takes intermediate values for continuous
approximation of the relay function. The motion for t>T is called sliding mode as shown
in the figure 1.1 [1-4].
Fig 1.1: Sliding Mode Tracking Control
Sliding mode may appear not only in a control system with discontinuous
control but also in any dynamic system with discontinuities in the motion equations. For
example, the right hand side is a discontinuous function of the state in the simple second
order system
x-ax = u (a>0)
u = -k\x\sign(s)
s = C0x + x (k>0,c>0) (1.3)
consists of two unstable linear structures as shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.
X(t)
X(t)
Cnx + x
Fig 1.2 Unstable structure (1)
X(t)
Fig 1 .3 Unstable structure (2)
The system behavior is analyzed in state space method. The control u (t)
undergoes discontinuities at the switching line s=0 and the state trajectories are
constituted by two families: the first family corresponds to s>0 and u=-A;|x|and the
second corresponds to s<0 and u=&|x|. The state trajectories are oriented towards the
switching line for any initial conditions if the slope of the switching line is lower than the
slope of the asymptote for Fig 1 .2 (Oco). Having reached the line at some point of time
tl, the state trajectories cannot leave the switching line i.e. the system becomes
asymptotically stable Fig (1.4) and the state trajectories will belong to the line for t > tl.
This motion with state trajectories in the switching line is called sliding mode. Since, in
the course of sliding mode, the state trajectory coincides with the switching line s=0, its
equation is represented as a motion equation, i.e.
x+cx = 0
From the above equation, it is observed that the motion of the state trajectories in the
sliding mode does not depend on plant parameters and on any disturbances the plant may
be subject to.
X(t)
Figure: 1.4 Sliding Mode (NM\ )
In connection with the control of high-dimensional plants, great interest is
attached to design methods that allow the overall system motions to be decoupled into
independent partial components. Enforcing sliding modes in systems with discontinuous
control enables order reduction, which leads to decoupling and simplification of the
design procedure. Furthermore, the element implementing a discontinuous function s (x)
has an input s (x) close to zero during sliding mode whereas its output takes finite values.
This means that the element implements high gain, which is the conventional tool to
suppress the influence of disturbance and uncertainties in the plant behavior.
The motions in systems with sliding modes have shown two things:
The order of the system is reduced.
Sensitivity with respect to parameter variation and disturbances may be reduced.
The order reduction and invariance are easily feasible in a second order system with
motion equations in canonical space. The sliding mode dynamics depend on the
switching surface equations and not on control of the system. Hence the design procedure
should consist of two stages. First, the equation of the manifold with sliding mode is
selected to design the desired dynamics of this motion in accordance with some
performance criterion. Then secondly, the discontinuous control should be found such
that the state would reach the manifold and such that sliding mode exists in this manifold.
As a result, the design is decoupled into two subprograms of lower dimensions, and after
a finite time interval preceding the sliding motion, the system will possess the desired
dynamic behavior.
1 .2 Equivalent ControlMethod:
Equivalent control method means replacement of the discontinuous control in the
intersection of switching surfaces by continuous control such that the state velocity
vectors lies in the tangential manifold.
1.3 Design Concept:
Sliding modes are governed by a reduced order system depending on the
equations of the discontinuous surfaces. The design methodology for the sliding mode
control consists of two stages. The first stage of design is the selection of the
discontinuous surfaces such that the sliding motion would exhibit desired properties. The
methods of conventional control theory, such as stabilization, Eigen structure placement,
and dynamic optimization, may be applied at this stage. The second stage is to find
discontinuous control to enforce sliding mode in the intersection of the surfaces selected
at the first stage. The second problem is of reduced order, since its dimension is equal to
the number of discontinuity surfaces, which is usually equal to dimension of control.
Partitioning of the overall motion into two motions of lower dimension - the first
motion precedes sliding mode within a finite time interval and the second motion is
sliding mode with desired properties may simplify the design procedure considerably.
In addition, sliding modes may be insensitive to unknown plant parameters and
disturbances, although invariance property takes place for any system.
1.4 Cause OfChattering:
1) Fast switching of the sliding mode controller often excites the fast dynamics in
the control loop, which were neglected in the system model.
2) Digital implementation in micro controllers with fixed sampling rates may lead to
discretization chatter.
The term chattering describes the phenomenon of finite-frequency and finite
amplitude oscillations appearing in many sliding mode implementations. These
oscillations are caused by the high frequency switching of a sliding mode controller
exciting unmodeled dynamics in the closed loop. 'Unmodeled
dynamics'
may refer to
sensors and actuators neglected in the principle modeling process since they are generally
significantly faster than the main system dynamics.
A simple first order plant with second order unmodeled actuator dynamics is
considered and given by
X = aX(t) + d(X,t) + bw(t)
(1.5)
Where a, b are unknown parameters within known bounds, w (t) is the control variable
and disturbance d (t) is assumed to be uniformly bounded for all operating conditions.
w(t) = Msign(S)
Where
S(t) =Xd(t)-X(t) (1.6)
is considered as the sliding surface. X d is the desired trajectory with is predefined or
assumed to known.
Consider the parameters as follows
a = 0.5, b = \,d(t) = 0.2sin(100 + 0.3cos(200 , Time constant=0.02 sec
Now simulating the system with the given parameters, we observe the following results.
Without Actuator:
Fig: Block diagram representing the system without aActuator
A discontinuous controller forces the outputX (t) of the plant to exactly track the
desired trajectory Xd (t) as shown in the Fig 1.1. No chattering occurs since the control
loop is free ofunmodelled dynamics.
Results:
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WithActuator:
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Block diagram ofControl loop with actuator dynamics neglected in ideal control system
Since the discontinuous controller excites the fast switching dynamics of the
actuator, the tracking of the desired trajectory by the state trajectory is worse compared to
the ideal condition, due to chattering in the Control Input.
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Influence OfUnmodeledDynamics On The System:
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Fig 1.6 Control Input and Disturbance
From Figure 1.5 we see that the system contains unmodeled dynamics. But, it is
observed from Figures 1.1 and 1.3 that Sliding mode controller is successful in forcing
the state trajectory to track the desired results even in presence ofunmodeled dynamics.
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1.5 Boundary Layer Solution:
The boundary layer solution seeks to avoid control discontinuities and switching
action in the control loop. Control law is replaced by a saturation function which
approximates the sign(s) term in a boundary layer of the manifold s (t)=0
Consider a simple linear saturation function
U(t) =
Msign{s{t)) \s(t)\ > E,
sit) |s(0|<
'jl^
IV $)
(1.7)
,= Boundary layer
With linear proportional feedback gain M/, within the boundary layer in the vicinity of
the origin, \s(t)\ <= ,, and symmetrically saturated by M for \s(t)\ > , outside the
boundary layer [6-8].
&
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One of the benefits ofboundary layer approach is that sliding mode control design
methodology can be exploited to derive a continuous controller. The invariance property
is preserved in the sense that the system trajectories are confined to , vicinity of the
sliding manifold s (t)=0 instead of exactly s (t)=0 as in ideal sliding mode.
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1 .6 Literature Review:
Many researchers have considered the control problem for nonlinear Mechanical
systems under plant parameter variations and developed different models to study
advantages and disadvantages ofPID controller and a Sliding Mode Controller. The book
"Automatics Control Systems" by Kuo [3] considered the basics of Sliding Mode Control
and its applications to nonlinear models with parametric variations. Romane M. DeSantis
[4] considered the PID/ Sliding Mode Controller for the high accuracy speed drives and
position servos and then extended to applying for a Robotic Link. Desantis developed a
controller with a particular emphasis at improving by reinforment, rather than replacing,
the action of their counterpart. His interest was in combining good transient performance
and the steady state disturbance rejection properties of the classical PI and PIDs with the
robustness to the plant parameters perturbations of the sliding mode controller Nagy N.
Benjiamin [5] considered the sliding mode control of a two link Robot Manipulator and
presented a design scheme for manipulator sliding on a desired trajectory in its
workspace. Cem Unsal and Pushkin Kachroo [6] designed Sliding Mode measurement
feedback control for Antilock Braking System and studied the effects and drawbacks of
the extended kalman filters and Sliding observers, and they observed that the sliding
observer is found promising while the extended Kalman filter is unsatisfactory due to
unpredictable changes in the road conditions. J. J. Slotine [9] considered Nonlinear State
Estimates using sliding observers to improve robustness under modeling errors and
sensor noise. Zribi, Ahmed, Sira-Ramirez [11] considered the SMC approach for the
altitude stabilization of the helicopter in vertical flight. Elbrous M. Jafarov and Ramazan
Tasaltin [16] considered the stability and robustness of the F-18 aircraft using sliding
mode controller. Y. Liu and H. Handroos [23] extended the application of SMC to an
Electro-Hydraulic Servo-system with flexible Mechanical load to show good robustness
while maintaining the same level of dynamic performance of the servo-system. Myung-
Hyun Kim considered the Output feedback control of Underwater Vehicles using
nonlinear state observer. Makoto Yokayama, Karl Hedrick and Shigehiro Toyama [27]
applied the SMC to a Semi-Active Suspension System with MR dampers and observed
that the system was robust, and there was no requirement ofmeasuring the damper force.
15
CHAPTER 2
SLIDING MODE CONTROL METHOD
The concepts of switching control theory are first introduced which forms the
basis for variable structure control or sliding mode control. The theory is developed for
both continuous and/or linear systems. Next, switching theory is used to develop the
concept for the sliding mode method. The technique is derived for the second order
systems and includes provisions for both structured and unstructured uncertainties. Then,
a method which smoothes the discontinuous control law signal based on interpolating the
control law in a thin boundary layer is summarized. An example of the sliding mode
control method for a nonlinear second system is considered and simulation results are
presented to show the effectiveness of the controller. The same example is simulated
using the PID controller and the results are compared with the results of the Sliding Mode
Controller. Finally, the drawbacks and limitations of the PID Controller for nonlinear
systems are discussed [9].
2.1 Introduction To Switching Theory:
The fundamentals of the switching theory are based on Lyapunov's direct method.
Lyapunov's direct method can be used to establish stability of the closed-loop system
once a switching law is chosen. A candidate Lyapunov function is first chosen so that the
system's state trajectories in the phase plane remain stable and point toward the origin.
The switching law forces the state trajectories onto a surface in the phase plane called the
sliding mode or switching surfaces. The control law switches between two sets of control
laws depending if the states are above or below the surface. Once the state trajectories
reach the sliding surface (referred to as the reaching phase), the discontinuous controller
forces the states to slide towards the origin (referred to as the sliding phase). An example
is used to illustrate the concept of switching theory. Consider the following second order
liner system
X(t)-5X(t)-3X(t) = u(t) (2.1)
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1) Define the control input by the following
u(t)=-8X(t) (2.2a)
The closed-loop system produces an unstable focus in the phase plane as shown in
the figure below, since the roots of the characteristic equation are both positive and real
(i.e., xi= 7.317 and x2= 0.683).
X{t)
X(t)
Figure Portraits Two Positive Real Root (Unstable)
2) Suppose the control input is now defined by
u(t)=8X(t) (2.2b)
The closed-loop produces a saddle point in the phase plane, since one root is
positive and the other is negative (i.e., xi=9.2 and x2=-1.2). The phase diagram displays
the classic
"saddle"
shape with two straight lines passing through origin. Most of the
trajectories become unstable and diverge towards infinity because of the unstable root.
However, initial conditions, which are defined on the straight line in the second and
17
fourth quadrant, force the state trajectories towards the origin. Initial conditions that lie
on the other straight line in the first and third quadrant force the state trajectories to
infinity.
X(t)
X(t)
Figure Portraits One Positive Real Root (Unstable)
And One Negative RealRoot (Stable)
The two cases described above produce undesirable results for most initial
conditions. However an attractive result is seen when the states are forced onto the
surface with state trajectories that point toward origin. If a control law exists that forces
the state trajectories towards the system and forces them to remain on the surface then the
system will remain asymptotically stable. The surface can be mathematically described
by the following
s =X(t)+XX(t) (2.3)
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The direct method of Lyapunov states: "if a function exists such that V (x) is positive
definite and V is negative definite, then the equilibrium at the origin is globally,
asymptotically stable", where V (x) is a candidate Lyapunov's function. Consider the
following Lyananov function for the scalar example described above
V(x) = (2.4)
In order to satisfy Lyapunov's criterion the following must be true
V(X)=SS<0 (2.5)
A control law can be now found based on the above equation that ensures that the
state trajectories will remain asymptotically stable during the reaching phase. In order for
the state trajectories to remain on the surface, the time derivative of S is set to zero. The
motion of the state trajectory on the sliding surface is known as sliding mode. One
possible control law that satisfies the above requirement i.e., forcing the state trajectories
to switching plane is the switching controller, which will be developed in the next
section.
2.2 The SlidingMode Control Method:
In the previous section, Lyapunov's direct method was shown to be an effective
tool to ensure stability of a class of systems if a proper control law can be derived to
satisfy the requirements. In this section, a control law is derived based on the stability
methods described in the previous section for a second order nonlinear system. The
control law is most commonly referred to as the sliding mode control method. The
control is shown to be robust for both structured (or parametric) and unstructured (or
unmodeled) uncertainties.
The sliding mode control law essentially reduces the order of the system to first
order system by a form of feedback linearization. Direct feedback linearization is
19
attractive for nonlinear system dynamics that are transformed into a system with linear
dynamics. The nonlinearities, essentially, are canceled by feeding back the states in the
form of the nonlinearities. Typically, however, the dynamics of the system are not known
exactly and, the state measurements contain noise and/ or are biased. This may lead to
severe error and a poorly conditioned system when a direct feedback linerization control
law is implemented on an actual system. In other words, robustness in the presence of
parametric and unmodeled uncertainties cannot be ensured. This problem is inherent for
both linear and nonlinear systems. Also, direct feedback linearization requires a
measurement of all the states that may not all be available.
The sliding mode control method solves the shortcomings and limitation of direct
feedback linearization by forcing the state trajectories to track desired state trajectories in
the phase portrait. Stability of the control law is ensured by Lyapunovs direct method and
forms the basis of deriving the control law. Consider the following second order
nonlinear system
/\ /\ A A A
m(t) x(t)+ c(t) x+ k(t)x(t) + d(t, x,x) = b u(t) (2.6)
/\ /\
Where m(t),c(t),andk(t) are the estimates available for the inertial mass, damping,
A
stiffness of the system and b (t) represents the best estimate for the input gain matrix. The
A
parameter d(t,x,x) represents the nonlinear dynamics for the system or unmodeled
dynamics. The form of the nonlinear or unmodeled dynamics is assumed to be known
and is assumed to be bounded by some known function. A sliding surface (or a sliding
line for the second order system described above) is chosen to be the following
S = X(t) +XX(t) (2.7)
With
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X(t) =X(t)-Xd (2.8a)
X(t) =X(t)-Xd(t) (2.8b)
Where Xd and Xd(t) are the desired state trajectories which are predefined or assumed
to be known. The criterion that the state trajectories remain on the sliding surface (after
reaching it) can be enforced by setting the time derivative of equation S (t) to zero, or
S(t) = X(t) - Xd (t) + XX(t) -AXd(t) = 0 (2.9)
Solving equation for X(t), substituting the resultant into equation and rearranging,
results in the following
A A A
-1
A /\
u(t) =
b(tyl \ c(t)X(t) + k(t)x(t) + d{t,x,x) +m(t) Xd(t)-AX(t) +AXd(t)
(2.10)
Equation represents the best approximation for the control law to ensure that the state
trajectories remain on the sliding surface. Since the system described by equation (2.6)
contains uncertainties, a discontinuous term is added to drive the system trajectories onto
the sliding surface in the presence ofmodeling errors.
A A
u(t) =
b(tyl \ c(t)X(t) + k(t)X{t) + d(t,X,X) + 777(0 Xd (t)-XX(t) +AXd(t)) -rjsgn(s)
(2.11)
Where 77 is a constant positive value and sgn(s) is the signum function of the sliding
surface.
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2.2.1 Stability OfSlidingMode Control Law:
The proposed sliding mode control law described by equation (2.11) will provide
robustness in the presence of parametric and unmodeled uncertainties. The proposed
control law, in a simpler form, is a form of feedback and, with any type of feedback,
stability becomes an issue to both linear and nonlinear closed-loop system. This section
derives how to ensure stability of the closed-loop system by using the techniques
summarized in the previous section.
The system under sliding mode control is inherently stable once the state
trajectories lie on the sliding surface since the state trajectories are in the second and
fourth quadrant and point towards the origin (this condition was proven for the "saddle"
shape portrait). Lyapunov's direct method can be used to ensure asymptotic stability
during the reaching phase or the period when the state trajectories are not on the sliding
surface. Consider the following candidate Lyapunov function
V(t,X,X) =
^S2
(2-12)
The function is a positive definite and differentiating it result in
V{t,X,X) = SS (2.13)
Substituting equation S from (2.9) into the above equation (2.13) yields
V(t,X,X) = S X(t) -Xd(t) + AX{t) -AXd(t) (2.14)
The parameter X(t) in the above equation is eliminated by substituting equation (2.6)
into the above equation
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V(t,X,X) = S m{tyx( b(t)u(t) - c(t)X{t) - k(t)X(t) - d(t,X,X) ] - Xd (t) + AX(t) -AXd(t)
(2.15)
Substituting equation (2.1 1) into the above equation (2.15) yields
V{t,X,X) = -Sr]sgn(S) (2.16)
The product Ssgn(s) is equivalent to \S\ which results in the following for equation (2.16)
V(t,X,X) = -Tj\S\ (2.17)
The expression described by equation (2.17) is always definite for positive values
of 77 . Thus the Lyapunov stability criterion is satisfied and the closed-loop control system
with sliding mode control is asymptotically stable. Satisfying equation (2.17) is referred
to as the Sliding Condition.
2.2.2 Development OfA Scalar Switching Gain:
In this section, scalar-switching gain is derived for the closed-loop system with
the nonlinear sliding mode control law. Consider the system described by equation
(2.16). The sliding mode control law described by equation (2.1 1) is the best estimate of
the equivalent control in the presence of the uncertainties. The equation is written here in
equivalent form with the scalar switching gain, K
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k(0 = b(tyx\c{t)X{t) + k(t)X(t) + d(t,X,X) + 777(0 Xd(t)-AX(t) +AXd(t) Ksga(s)
(2.18)
Consider the actual system, which is assumed to be described by the following second
order nonlinear system
w(0X(t) + c(t)X(t) + k(t)X(t) + d(t,X,X) = b(t)u(t) (2.19)
Where m (t), c (t), and k (t) represent the actual inertial mass, damping, and stiffness of
the system and b (t) represents the actual gain matrix. The parameter d{t,X,X)
represents the nonlinear aspects of the system dynamics. The equivalent control law for
the actual system can be derived in a similar fashion as the estimated system. Solving
equation (2.19) for X{t) and substituting into the equation that defines the sliding
surface, equation (2.9), yields the following
S = 777(0
_1 b(t)u(t) -
m(tyl
c(t)X(t) -
777(0"'k(t)X(t) -
777(0"'d(t,X,X)-Xd(t) + AX(t)
(2.20)
Substituting equation (2.18) into the above equation (2.20) expression
A A
-1 L/-*\ L/*\-lS =777(0"'Kt)
bit)'1 \ c(t)X{t) + k(t)X(t) + d(t,X,X) + 777(0 Xd (t)-AX{t) +AXd(t) -Ksgn(s)
-m(tylc(t)X(t)-777(0
"' k(t)X(t) -m{tyxd(t,X,X)-Xd (0 + AX(t) = 0
(2.21)
The estimate for the control input gain matrix bit) is not assumed to equal the actual gain
matrix, b (t). The expression described by equation (2.21) can be rearranged into the
following form after combining like terms
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s =
(*(0 /3(0"' c(0 - c(Oj i(0 + f6(0
6(0"' h) - k(t)\X{t) + (b(t) bit)'1 d(t, X,X) - d(t,X,X)
+ \b(t)b(tylm(t)-m(t) Xd(t)-AX \b(t)b(tylKsgn(S)
(2.22)
Substituting this expression into the sliding condition inequality described by equation
(2.17) and rearranging yields
SS = S 6(0KO"' c(0 - c(0 ] i(0 + f 6(0 6(0"' *(0 ~ k(t))x(t) + (6(06(0"' d(/,X,X) - d(t,X,) v J V
/ ^
, A A
6(06(0"'^|S|) <77|5j
6(06(0"'
777(0 -777(0
y
*rf(0-**
y v
(2.23)
Assuming that the equality constraint must be satisfied, the scalar switching gain must be
the following
K = rkt)-kt)ktyxc{t)
V /
X(t) +
I A
/
V
k(t)-b(t)b(tylk(t) W
A A
d(t, X,X) - 6(06(0
"
d(t,X,X
+
A A A
777(0-6(06(0 m(t) xd ->Uf(0 + 6(0
6(0"'
tj
(2.24)
The parameters m (t), c (t), k (t), b (t) and d (t, X, X) are unknown, but are assumed to be
bounded. The upper bounds and lower bound of these parameters are defined as follows
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0<mlow<m(t)<mupp (2.25a)
0<c/ow<c(0<c,w (2.25b)
0 < khw < k(t) * KPP (2.25c)
0 < blow < 6(0 < bupp (2.25d)
If state parameter and input gain estimates are be assumed to be geometric mean of the
above bounds, i.e.,
m(!) =VK^w) (2-26a)
kt) =VCCI (2-26b>
Kt) = 4{KXPP) (2.26c)
m =^CO (2-26d)
Then the above bounds can be written as
/T1< - < n (2.27a)
777
C
y-x
<-<y (2.27b)
-.
.*
k~l<-<k (2.27c)
P~X<-<P (2.27d)
6
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Where the above scalars are defined by the following
777
"PP
M = ,
\mlaw
\r
upp
r -, =
cw
I*"
*=. I
"7>/>
/*/,*
1*
/? = 1 "TV
=
c(t)c(ty
= k(t)k(ty
=
6(06(0"
(2.28a)
(2.28b)
(2.28c)
(2.28d)
low
Where the right hand equalities correspond to the right side of equation (2.27) or the
upper bound (a conservative estimate). Substituting equation (2.28a-2.28d) into equation
(2.24) yields
K = kt)\^-Py-1}
+m(t)\{l-/JM-1]
X(t) + k(t)\(l-]8k-]]\X(t)\ + dit,X,X)-/3d{tX,X)
Xd{t)-AX(t) + PV
(2.29)
Equation (2.29) represents the lower bound for K so as to guarantee stability of the
system. The parameter that describes the actual system's nonlinear behavior is assumed
to be bounded by some known function, i.e.,
D{t,X,X)> d(t,X,X)\-d(t,X,X) (2.30)
Applying the inequality of the above equation and re-writing d(t,X,X) as
d(t,X,X) = \ d(t,X,X)}-\ d(t,X,X) - d(t,X,X)\, the first form of the switching gain
\ J \ J
requirement becomes
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K>kt)\(i-/3r~l]
+m(t)\(\-fr-1}
X(t) +
Xd(t)-AX(t)
kt)\(l-/Jk-l]\X(t)\ + d(},X,X%\-p\ + /3D(t,X,X)
V
(2.31)
The control switching law will cause the closed-loop system to
"chatter" due to
the discontinuous term in the control law i.e., the sign term in the control equation. In
most application, chattering is undesirable to achieve proper performance. This effect is
highly undesirable for control of system with flexible dynamics, such as flexible
manipulator, since chattering could excite resonant modes, which can lead to instability.
Smoothing the control signal in a thin boundary layer can eliminate the chattering. The
smoothing effect essentially assigns a low pass filter to the control signal. To accomplish
this task, the signum function is replaced with a saturation function with a varying
boundary layer thickness, which provides the smoothing effect. The sliding mode control
law becomes the following
i/(0 = b(t) 1 kt)X(t) + k{t)X(t) + d(t,X,X) + 777(0
fs}
\0;
Xd(t)-AX(t) +AXd(t) Ksat
'S^
(2.32)
Where ^ is the boundary layer thickness, sat is the saturation function of the sliding
surface in the thin boundary layer. Smoothing effect can also be accomplished by using
(S^
an atan(s (t)) function instead of sat function in the above equation.
W J
1 A
u(t) = bit) \ c(t)X(t) + k(t)X(t) + d(t,X,X) + 777(0 Xd(t)-AX(t) +AXd(t) Katan(s)}
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The initial desired states or conditions should match the actual initial states or
conditions when possible so that the control effort is finite and within reasonable bounds.
The following constraints is used for the second order system
Xd(0) = X(0)
(2.33)
Xd(0) = X(t)
The tracking error between the desired and actual state trajectories is imperfect
when the control signal is smoothed compared to the discontinuous control law feedback
system. The tracking error can be improved by changing the boundary layer thickness as
function of time. The resulting control system yields the best tracking performance, given
the desired control bandwidth that is available to the system.
2.3 SimulatedNonlinear Second-Order Example:
In the previous section, a more general sliding mode control law was derived for a
scalar second-order nonlinear system with parametric uncertainties than was previously
considered. The control law developed with the assumption that the inertial mass,
damping, stiffness, input gain, and nonlinear parameters can be bounded by some known
function. A stability analysis of the closed-loop system was conducted by using
Lyapunov's direct method. The switching control law eq(2.18) was then changed by
applying a thin boundary layer near the sliding surface to smooth the control input. In this
section, a nonlinear second-order system is considered as an example. An assumed bound
is placed on the inertial mass, damping, stiffness, input gain, and nonlinear parameters.
The switching control law eq (2.18) developed in the previous section is applied to the
system and the closed-loop system is simulated with varying parametric uncertainties.
The tracking results are compared to the desired state trajectories for each varying
uncertainty. The simulations are repeated for the smoothed control law with a thin
boundary layer.
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A second-order model can describe most mechanical and electrical systems.
Mechanical systems are inherently second-order since Newton's second law requires two
integrations of the input to obtain the displacement output for systems with a significant
inertial effect. Examples of these systems include: liquid-level systems, thermal system,
hydraulic, pneumatic, manipulators, and systems with elasticity and damping.
Nonlinearities for these systems can include centripetal forces in rotational motion,
nonlinear damping such as drag, nonlinear friction such as Coulomb friction, nonlinear
transformation, nonlinear springs, and saturation. Typically, nonlinear systems are
linearized about an operating point and linear techniques are applied to develop a suitable
control law. However, the control law can provide poor performance if the state
trajectories are outside the linear region. The sliding control method is attractive for these
systems since the model is not linearized thus the control law is valid throughout the
entire region. Consider the following nonlinear second-order system as an example
777(0X(t) + kit)X(t) + c(t)x(t) + fit)Xit) X(t)Xit) = bit)u(t) (2.34)
Where the parameter m (t), k (t), c (t), f (t), b (t) are assumed to be unknown but bounded
by the following
1 < 7?7(0 < 3 (2.35a)
0.4 < c(0 ^ 0.75 (2.35b)
l</c(0<1.75 (2.35c)
4 < f(t) < 6.5 (2.35d)
1.95 < 6(0 < 2.2 (2.35e)
The equation (2.34) may be used to represent a system with a lumped mass
attached to a spring and linear and nonlinear damper with one degree-of-freedom. The
nonlinear damper is used to represent a viscous-elastic element. Equation (2.27a-2.27d)
and (2.29a-2.29d) can be used to determine the state parameter and input gain estimates
A
and input influence. The nonlinear parameter estimate d(t,X,X) can de found by taking
the average between the above assumed bounds for f (t), i.e.,
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dit,X,X) =
fuPP Xit) Xit) Xit) + flow Xit) Xit)Xit)
(2.36)
Where fupp and flow are the upper and lower bounds of the equation (2.35d) and
appropriate values for X{t) and X (t) can be obtained from experiments with actual
system. For this simulation, these measurements are assumed to be available and are
assumed to contain no noise or biases.
Equations (2.18) and (2.31) can be used directly to define the switching gain K,
and control law with the above parameters. The switching control law forces the actual
state trajectories to track desired state trajectories or the position state. The desired state
trajectories is assumed to be Xd =Sine wave. Table shows nominal values for the inertial
mass, damping, stiffness, input influence, and nonlinear parameters.
Parameter Value
M(t) 2.00
C(t) 0.50
K(t) 1.30
F(t) 5.00
B(t) 2.00
Ait) 100
1 0.10
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Results:
The system output is forced to track the desired trajectory of the "Sine
Wave" for
different initial conditions.
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Fig 2.1 Desired Traking error Fig 2.2 Desired Displacement
Trajectory
It is observed from the figure (2.2) that
the control law is very good in forcing
the state trajectories to coincide with
the desired state trajectory
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Fig 2.3 Desired Control Input Trajectory
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Initial Conditional
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Fig 2.4 Desired Displacement Trajectory Fig 2.5 Desired Control input
Trajectory
Figure 2.4 -2.6 show that the tracking error
of the system is increased when the initial
condition of the state trajectory is varied
from its nominal condition of 0.
Fig 2.6 Desired Tracking error
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initial condition=2
Fig 2.8 Desired Control Input
Trajectory
Fig 2.9 Desired Tracking error
When the state initial conditions of the system varies from the desired systems
initial conditions, the tracking of the states becomes difficult i.e., the states take longer
time to reach the desired targets as shown by the figure (2.9).
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2.3.1 Effect OfVarying InertialMass:
In this section, the robustness of the closed-loop system with the switching
controller that was simulated in the previous section is analyzed. For this study, the
inertial mass and nonlinear parameters are varied to analyze the switching controller's
effectiveness. The inertial mass and the nonlinear parameters are changed in the
simulation at two sets (i.e., above and the below the initial value) with the same controller
for each set of values. The assumed bounds for the inertial mass and nonlinear parameters
described by equation (2.35) are not violated and therefore, asymptotic stability of the
closed-loop system is assured. Tracking error between the actual and desired state is used
as a measure of robustness.
A system, which is designed to be insensitive to parameter variation, is said to
exhibit "robustness". Parameters can change over time because of aging or variation of
the load. Also, inexact measurement of parameters can degrade the controller's
performance. Example of variation of the inertia mass include: the space shuttle or
airplane, which change mass because fuel is constantly being burned; cranes or lifts,
which increase mass as the payload is recovered; and robotic manipulators, which
increase and decrease mass as an object is picked up and dropped. Current research
focuses on developing a control system for automating airborne vehicle for lateral and
longitudinal control. Since this class of vehicle exhibits different masses, it is
economically more feasible to develop one general robust control system for a class of
vehicles with slightly different masses rather than many control systems for individual
vehicles. Typically, although the system's mass can change over time, the bounds are
known, the sliding mode technique can be used to achieve excellent tracking with a
variation in the inertial mass. Unfortunately, good robustness is achieved is achieved but
at a cost of a higher control effort.
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Results:
Robustness of the system is tested using sliding mode controller,when the inertail
mass of the system is changed from 2kgs to 1.75kgs
ntid cmdtaTO rijdaoriJfoTO
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Fig 2.16 Desired Displacemnt Trajectory Fig 2.17 Desired Control Input
Trajectory
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It is observed from the above figures that
the controller is able to force the state
trajectories to track the desired trajectories
even when the inertial mass is varied from
the nominal value by 15% ; thus making
the system robust under paramatric
variations.
Fig 2.18 Desired Tracking Error
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Robustness of the system is tested using sliding mode controller,when the inertail
mass of the system is changed from 2kgs to 1.25kgs
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Fig 2.24 Desired Tracking Error
Fig 2.23 Desired Control Input
Trajectory
When the inertial mass of the
system is varied by 40% from the
nominal value of 2, the above
figures show that the controller is
still able to track the desired
trajectories, thus making the
system robust under large
parametric variations.
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2.3.2 Effect OfVaryingNonlinear Parameter:
Most practical systems encountered today have some form of parametric
nonlinearties, which, together with a linear model, more accurately describes the
dynamics of the system. Examples of a nonlinearties that are frequently encountered
include: coulomb friction, a form ofnonlinear friction, gearing backlash, saturation of the
amplifier, rate limitation of actuators, complex dynamics, such as modeling of aircraft at
high angle of attack, drag on vehicles or aircrafts, dead-zones in the response of the
system, quantization and many other. Typically the nonlinear terms listed above
dominate the response of the many types of systems. As an explained earlier, the sliding
mode control technique can be used directly for the control of these types of systems.
However the form and bounds of the nonlinear terms must be predetermined to ensure
proper performance of the switching controller.
As an example of the effectiveness of the sliding mode control technique with a
variation in magnitude of the nonlinear term, consider the system described by equation
(2.34). Figures display the tracking error and control effort with the nonlinear term
f(t)=4.1 and the rest of the parameters remaining the same. The tracking error is again
excellent, but not as good as for the nominal parameters. High chattering activity is
shown in the control effort for both sets ofvalues.
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Results:
Robustness of the system is tested using sliding mode controller,when the gain of
the nonlinear parameter f(t) of the system is changed from 5 to 4.1 units
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Robustness of the system is tested using sliding mode controller,when the gain of
the nonlinear parameter f(t) of the system is changed from 5 to 6.4 units
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2.31 Desired Tracking Error
f(t)=6 1
10
tim e
2.32 Desired Control Input
When the system is tested for variation in the nonlinear parameter f(t) by 15%
around the initial value of 5, the above figures show that the controller is still successful
in forcing the state trajectories to track the desired states but at a cost of increase in
chattering.
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2.4 Effect OfA Thin Boundary Layer On Switching Controller:
In this section, simulation results are presented for the nominal system described
earlier with a thin boundary layer placed near the switching surface in place of the
switching controller. The control discontinuity is smoothed to achieve a more realistic
and applicable control effort. As shown earlier, perfect tracking is achieved at a price of
high control chattering. Typically, chattering is not desirable, since high control effort
usually results. Also, chattering can excite high frequency unmodeled modes of system,
which can lead to instabilities and poor performance. In certain applications, chattering is
acceptable e.g., such as using chattering in place of dithering to reduce stiction effects of
motors. In general, however, chattering should be avoided when possible while
maintaining the state trajectories close to sliding surface.
2.4.1 Saturation Function:
As an example of how chattering can be eliminated, again consider the system
(s\
described by equation (2.34). The controller uses Saturation Function isat ) with a
\<P)
thin boundary layer as described by equation (2.32). Figures below display the position
tracking error and control effort with thickness, ^=0.8. The tracking error for the
nominal system is still good and the chattering in the control effort has been eliminated
compared with the nominal system. Better tracking can be achieved by varying the
boundary layer thickness.
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Simulation Results:
saturation = 0.8
2.33 Desired Control Input
s atu ratio n = 0 .8
2.34 Desired Tracking Error
From the above figures it is observed that the saturation function is successful in
smoothing the Control input i.e., Control input is made free of chattering when it is
passed through a thin boundary layer thickness.
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2.4.2 ATANFunction:
atan function
18 20
2.35 Desired Control Input
atan function
10
tim e
12 14 16 18
2.36 Desired Tracking Error
ATAN function is also successful in smoothing the control input, but the
controller take longer time to track the desired condition compared to with using a
saturation function.
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Summary:
A general derivative of the sliding mode control method is presented for
single-input second-order systems that include nonlinear effects. Provisions to account
for uncertainties of the inertial mass, damping, stiffness, input gain, and nonlinear
parameters are introduced in the derivation. Applying Lyapunov's direct method ensures
stability of the closed-loop with the proposed switching controller. An example of a
second order nonlinear system with parametric uncertainties is presented and simulated.
The simulation demonstrated the switching controller's ability to achieve
"perfect"
tracking with large parametric uncertainties but at a cost of high control effort chattering.
The chattering is eliminated by smoothing the control effort near the switching surface
either with thin boundary layer or by atan function. The tracking for the controller with a
thin boundary layer and atan are good but not "perfect".
The original theory presented applies strictly to single-input-single-output
systems. However, the theory can be easily extended to include multi-input systems that
are square. For these types of systems, individual sliding surfaces must equal the number
of control inputs and also, the number of sliding conditions and switching gains must
equal the number of control inputs.
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2.5 PID Control OfThe Second Order Nonlinear System:
This section is introduced in order to verify whether the sliding mode controller
described in the previous section is acceptable or not. The proportional feedback control
(P) can reduce error response to disturbances but still allows nonzero steady-state
constant inputs. When this controller includes a term proportional to the integral of the
error (I), then the steady state error can be eliminated, although typically at the cost of
deterioration in the dynamic response. Addition of a term proportional to the derivative of
the error (D) can often improve the dynamic response. Combined all this terms form the
Classical PID controller.
Consider the controller gain as follows for the given second order nonlinear
system.
Controller
gain
Values
kP 100
K 0.0001
kD 1
Figure below displays the block diagram of a Second order nonlinear system (equation:
2.19) with PID controller
Sine Wave
Clock
Block Diagram OfThe Second order Nonlinear System
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Results:
Output response coincides the desired response as shown by figures below for various
changes in inertial mass to test for stability and robustness of the system.
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VaryingNonlinear Parameter(f(t)):
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From the figure 2.38 we observe that PID controller is good in minimizing the
steady state error, but in comparison to Sliding Mode Controller (fig 2.1) the tracking
error of the PID is worse. Tracking error of Sliding Mode Controller is 10 times better
than of the PID controller. It can be concluded that the failure of the linear PID controller
in minimizing the tracking error is due to the inability of it to control nonlinear systems,
whereas the slidingmode controller is designed basically for this type of systems.
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CHAPTER 3
MODELING A BUS SUSPENSION SYSTEM USING SLIDINGMODE
CONTROLLER
In this chapter, the theory and concepts described in the previous chapter are
extended. A second order nonlinear Bus model consisting of two outputs (i.e., Vehicle
Body response and Suspension System response) is considered, and simulated first using
sliding mode controller with two control inputs and then extended to using only one
control input to control both the outputs of the system, forming an Single Input Multi
Output (SIMO) system [5-7]. Finally the results are presented to show the effectiveness
of the system.
3.1 Bus model with Two Controller:
Consider a bus suspension system (1/4 bus) as shown
WM j
c
\m
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A good bus suspension system should have satisfactory road holding ability,
while still providing comfort when riding over bump and holes in the road. When the bus
is experiencing any road disturbance (i.e. pot holes, cracks and uneven pavement), the
bus body should not have large oscillations, and the oscillations should dissipate quickly.
The road disturbance (w) is taken to be "sin
(pi*t/2)" function and the assumed desired
condition of the model is to stabilize the bus body to lm of displacement with a settling
time shorter than 5 sec.
The above model is represented by equation
ml 0
0 ml X2
+
cl + c2 - c2
-cl c2
X
XI
k\ + k2
"*."
+
-kl k2
_ x2_
- ik\ * w+ cl * w
0
(3.1)
b\ 0
0 b2 un
Lets represent the above equation in the form of
mit)Xit) + c(0Xit) +Kt)Xit) + dit,X,X) = 6(0(0
and in the estimated form as
mit)xit) + kt)kit) + kt)xit) + dit,x,k) = kokt)
(3.2)
Where
ml andm2
kl andk2
cl and c2
w
ml and m2
Ul and U2
(3.3)
Mass of the Suspension System and Vehicle Body
Coefficient of Spring Constant of Suspension
System and Vehicle Body
Damping Coefficient of Suspension System and
Vehicle Body
Disturbance caused by the surface
Control inputs of the Suspension System and
Vehicle Body
Controller for Suspension system and Vehicle Body
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Considering the same sliding surface as taken in the previous chapter and applying the
lyapunov's function [9] for stability we get
Controller input as
k(0 =
bit)'1 1 cit)X(t) + kit)X(t) + dit,X,X) +mit)
Switching gain as
Xdit)-AX(t) +AXdit) -Ksgnis)
(3.4)
K = c(t)-kt)kty]m Xit)
A A A
k(t)-b(t)b(ty]K(t) \X0\- dit,X,X) - bit)bit)'1 dit,X,X
+ mit) -bit)
bit)'1
mit) Xd -AXit) + bit)bity'tj
Parameter Value
Ml 320
M2 2500
Cl 15020
C2 350
Kl 500000
K2 80000
(3.5)
Where the parameterml, m2, cl, c2, kl and k2 are assumed to be unknown but bounded
by the following
270 < ml < 370
2000 < ml < 3000
14000 <cl< 16040
300 < cl < 400
450,000 <kl< 550,000
75,000 <kl< 85,000
(3.6a)
(3.6b)
(3.6c)
(3.6d)
(3.6e)
(3.6f)
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3.1.1 Results For The Suspension System:
1) Control Input For The Suspension System:
1 ?
10
U 1
1 0
8
/ \ ! I : 4-, !
6
: /
1 4 i v : 4 i
~
4 /; 1 i I \ X i /
? i\ : / i :\ j '/
Cl
, .nuiuuEm"^ \ \
-j-
-?
/
2 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 C
Fig 3.1 Desired Control Input
2) Output OfThe Suspension System:
B- 0 8
0^
5
time
Fig 3.2 Desired Response of the Suspension System
From the figure (3.2) we conclude that the controller used is successful in forcing
the state trajectories of the suspension system to track the desired displacement of 1meter
within 5sec.
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3.1.2 Results For The Vehicle Body:
1) Control Input For The Vehicle Body:
s
-3
Fig 3.3 Desired Control Input for the Vehicle Body
2) Output OfA Vehicle Body:
=
X2
1 2
1
I -8
'./
f
0 6 7 ^ ; ^ ^ :
m
04
0 t
' ] !
y\
i
Fig 3.4 Desired Response of the Vehicle Body
From the figure (3.4) it can be concluded that the controller used is successful in
forcing the vehicle body trajectory to track the desired displacement of 1meter within
5sec.i.e. The vehicle comes to stability within a time span of 5 sec in presence of road
disturbance w - sin(/>/ * t/2) , and it is also observed that the system is robust even when
there is a variation of 15% around the initial value of the parameters of the system.
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3.2 Bus Model With Single Controller:
Now considering the same vehicle system with a single controller to control the
two outputs of the system i.e., Vehicle body output and Suspension System output. In this
the control gain matrix B is changed to B=[0; 1], and psuedo-inverse function is used for
inversing the B matrix. This setup makes the system a SIMO Model
Now the same model is simulated with specific changes described above to
produce the following results. Matlab code and Simulink file is presented in Appendix 2
for lookup.
3.2.1 Results:
1) Control Input:
Fig 3.5 Desired Control Input
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2) Vehicle Body Output:
i 1
! x2 j
/
/ \
: /
V
^L...l j...... !
3 4 56 7 8 s 1 c
Fig 3.6 Desired Response of the Vehicle body
We observe from the above figure that the single control input is successful in
forcing the vehicle trajectory to track the desired displacement of 1meter within a
required settling time 5 sec.
3) Sliding Surface Output OfA Vehicle System:
S(2)
,
4 5
tim e
Fig 3.7 Desired Sliding Surface output of the system of the Vehicle body
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4) Sliding Surface Output OfA Suspension System:
S(1)
0
^4 //
./.
/
: : \.....
7
/
j
\ \ I : ; ^
0
) 1 2 J 1 ) 6 7 8 9 1
Fig 3.9 Desired Sliding Surface Output of the Suspension System
5) Suspension System Output:
Fig 3.10 Desired Suspension Output
Above figures show that the vehicle body reaches the desired displacement of lm
in 5 seconds, and also the single controller is successful in making
the system robust
under parametric variation.
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CHAPTER 4
SlidingMode Control OfUnmanned Air Vehicle System
In the chapter 3, a second order nonlinear bus suspension system was considered, and a
control law was designed to control two outputs of the system by a single input using sliding mode
control method to meet the required specifications. It was shown, that the Lyapunov's direct method
was an effective tool to ensure stability [9].
In this section, a first order nonlinear Aircraft matrix model is considered and a control law is
derived based on the stability methods described in the previous sections. The system consists of six
outputs and a controller is designed to control these outputs with four inputs.
Now considering the aerodynamic equation of the aircraft model [13]
4.1 Aerodynamic Parameters
4.1.1 Lift Coefficient:
Equation ofCoefficient ofLift is given by
CT =CT +CT a +L L L 2Vo ^a CLqa+CLm
a
a
+ CT de + CT df
Lde Ldf
(4.1)
Where
CT , C,
Ja
CL
a
c
Vt
q
5e
5f
, Ct , Cj , c TLq L* L8e
a
and C,
'%
Coefficient ofLift
Angle ofAttack
Reference Chord
Velocity
Pitch Rate
Elevator Deflection
Flap Deflection
Constant
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4.1.2 Drag Coefficient:
Equation ofCoefficient ofDrag is represented by
r =r +r a +
D Do Da 2Vt CD q+CD
a
q
^
+Cn de +Cn dfDde D
a )
df (4.2)
Where
C
D
CDQ> CDa ' CDq>CD. CDde'CDdf
a
Coefficient ofDrag
Constants
4.1.3 Coefficient OfLateral Force:
Equation ofLateral Force is given by
Where
C =C +C J3 + CY p+CYr
Cy
P
P
r
5a
or
CY ,C ,CY ,CY ,C andCYo Yfi P r rda *dr
+ CV da +Cv dr
YBa Ydr
Coefficient of lateral force
Angle of sideslip
Roll Rate
Yaw Rate
Aileron Deflection
Rudder Deflection
Constants
(4.3)
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4.1.4 RollingMoment Coefficient:
Equation ofCoefficient ofRolling Moment is given by
C =C +C} P + -X-1 lo lp 2Vt Cj p+C}
r
\. P r _
+ C, da + C, dr7da ldr
Where
C,
C, ,C, ,Cj ,Cj ,C, and C,lo lB 1P lr Ida 7,ldr
Rolling Moment Coefficient
Constants
(4.4)
4.1.5 PitchingMoment Coefficient:
Equation ofPitchingMoment Coefficient is represented by
C =C +C a +
m m0 ma 2Vt CmqP+Cm,
a
\ a J
+ C de + Cv dfmde xdf
Where
C
m
C ,C , Cm , Cm , C and Cv
mo ma mq m* mde Ydf
a
Coefficient ofPitching Moment
Constant
4.1.6 YawingMoment Coefficient:
Equation ofCoefficient ofYawing Moment is given by
(4.5)
C =C +C J3 +
n nQ np 2V{
C p+C r
np nr j
+ C da + C dr
nda ndr
Where
C
C ,C ,C ,C X andC
nQ np np nr nda
Coefficient ofYawing Moment
Constants
dr
(4.6)
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4.1.7 Velocity:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofVelocity is represented by
V,= qsCD -Tcosa
m
cos/? +
qsCy
m
sin B + g[(cos9 cos <p sina - sin 9 cosa )cos B + cos9 sin <f> sin /?]
Now substitute (4.2) and (4.4) into the above equation and solving we get
(4.7)
Vtdot := -
lCosiP)pVt2sCDo j cos(P)ptt2sCD(a)a x cos^) pVt s c CDqq
l m 2. m 4 m
1 cos(P)p7/^CM^a(J(>0 j cos(P)PFr2^CD(S(e))5(g)
2w
1
p F?2ssin(p)C1 cos(P)pR ^CD(S(/))8(/) cos(P)rcos(a) 2
2 m /w w
}'o
1 ^
2P^25sin(P)CY(p)P ^p ^ssin(P) bCYpp ^ p Vt s sin^) b CYrr
+ + +
m m m
1pFr25sin(P)CY(5(a))5(a) \ p Vt2 s sin(P) Cy(6(r)) 5(r )
+
7W W
+ g cos( P ) cos( 9 ) cos( (|) ) sin(a ) - g cos( P ) sin( 0 ) cos(a )
+ gcos(9) sin((j))sin(P)
(4.8)
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4.1.8 Angle OfAttack:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofAttack ofAttack is represented by
qbarsRCL rSin(a)i?
alphadot = q - tan( P ) (/? cos(a ) + r sin(a ) )
+
m Vt cos( P ) mVt cos( P )
gR (cos(8)cos((|))cos(a) + sin(0)sin(a))
Frcos(p)
(4.9)
Substituting the equation (4.1) in the above equation and solving we get,
wcos(P)<7 4 m cos(P) tan(P)/> cos(oc)
4 m cos(p) + psRc CLalpkadM
~
4 m cos(P) + p si? c C,a/pWo/
4 m cos( p ) tan ( p ) r sin(a ) 4rsin(a)i?
~
4mcosi$) + iAmcos(:) + pSRcCLalphadot)Vt
4 mgR cos(0) cos(<|)) cos(a) 4 wgi? sin(0) sin(a)
i4mcosiV) + psRcCLalphadot)Vt (4 m cos(P) + p sR c CLalphadol) Vt
2p sRCLoVt 2psRCUa)aVt
4mcosi^) + 4 m cos(P) + p s R c CLautdot
psRcC^q 2psRCH5{e))5je)Vt
4mcosi^) + psRcCLalphadol 4 m cos( P ) + p 5 R c CLalphadot
2p sRCum)bjf)Vt
4mcosiP) + psRcCLalphadol
(4.10)
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4.1.9 Angle OfSideslip:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofAngle of Sideslip is represented by
qbar s R Cy
betadot :=p sin(a ) - r cos(a ) +
+
m Vt
gR (cos(P)cos(0)sin((|))-sin(P)(cos(8)cos((|))sin(a)-sin(0)cos(a)))
Vt
Substituting equation (4.3) into (4.1 1) and solving we get,
l-pVtsRCYo l-pVtsRCym$ l-psRbCYpp
betadot := p sin(a ) - r cos( a) -\ H r-^ v
m m m
\psRbCYrr \pVtsRC^a))bia) l-pVtsRCY{b(r))8ir)
+ + +
+
mm m
gi?cos(P)cos(8)sin((|)) gR sin(p) cos(0) cos((|)) sin(a)
Vt Vt
gR sin(P) sin(Q) cos(a)
+
Vt
(4.11)
(4.12)
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4.1.10 RollRate:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofRoll Rate is represented by
Lqd0t Lrd0t qbarsbC,R qr (/ - / ) + iq2 -r2) I +p q I -p r I
pdot = -2 + + +
y l yz xz xy
III RI
XXX r
Ixyixz lyz=0
qbarsbC{R 9 r il - 1)
pdot := +
RI
Substituting equation (4.4) into the above equation we get
lpVt2sbRCl l2pVt2sbRC^ \pVtsb2RC!PP
pdot:=- - + j +
XX X
l-pVtsb2RC!rr l-pVt2sbR C,(6(fl)) 5(a) \pVt2sbR C,(g(r)) 5(r )
+ ; + ; +/ /
X X
qr I qr I
+
y
RI RI
X X
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(4.13)
(4.14)
4.1.11 Pitch Rate:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofPitch Rate is represented by
I pdot I rdot qbarscC R P r il - I ) + ir -p ) I +qrl -pql
qdot =[ +^ + j +
Ixyixz lyz=0
qbarscC R pril -I)1 m z x
qdot := h
/ RI
y y
Substituting equation (4.5) into the above equation we get
nJ/.2c,nr
- p
Vt2
s c R C , , a -pVtsc2RCma\ P Vt S C K L, 9K m(a) 4 m9
qdot := - j
+ j
+
j
y y y
\pVtsc2R Cmalphadot aidot) \pVt2scR C^(e))
+ ; +
y y
1
? y
" " " ^n<8(/))
+ - ; -
pVt'scRC^^dif) prlz prlx
I RI RI
y y y
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(4.15)
(4.16)
4.1 12 Yaw Rate:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofYaw Rate is represented by
I pdot I qdot qbarsbCR P q U ~ I ) + ip - q2) I +p r I - q r I
rdot = -? + -^ + " + *. l xy yz xz
III RI
lxyIxz lyz=0
qbarsbC R P q U ~ I )
rdot:=
j-^+ ^ y-
Substituting equation (4.6) into the above equation we get
lPVt2sbRC ^P^2^^Cn(P)P \pVtsb2RCnpp
rdot:=-
7
^ + j +
z z z
\pVtsb2RC r \pVt2sbRC,^ ..5(a) \ p Vt2 s b R C ... .. 6(r)4 r nr 2 n(8(a)) v ' 2 n(8(r)) v '
+ + +
pql pql
+ y-
RI RI
z z
(4.17)
(4.18)
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4.1.13 Pitch Angle:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofPitch Angle is represented by
thetadot := q cos((|> ) - r sin(<|> )
4.1.14 Roll Angle:
Nonlinear Differential Equation ofRoll Angle is represented by
phidot :=p + tan( 0 ) r cos( <|> ) + tan( 0 ) q sin( )
Where
(4.19)
(4.20)
m mass
P rolling rate
q pitch rate
r yaw rate
q Dynamic pressure
R conversion factor
s reference area
a Angle of attack
P Angle of sideslip
? Roll angle
9 Pitch angle
Consider the equations (4.8), (4.10), (4.12), (4.14), (4.16) and (4.18) and solve in the form of
nonlinearmatrix [14]
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The above matrix shows a complex model of a first order nonlinearmatrix of an aircraft model. In
order to apply sliding mode controller [15-17] to this complex model matrix, we consider the above
matrix in the estimated form as shown below.
X it) = Ait)X it)+ Dit)+ Bit)U it)
(4.22)
Where
X State Matrix,
A
A (t) Best estimate available for System Matrix,
A
D (t) Best estimate available for Disturbance Matrice
A
B (t) Best estimate available for Input Gain Matrice
The nonlinear or unmodeled dynamics of the aircraft model are assumed to be known and bounded
by some known function. A sliding surface is chosen to be the following
S = Xit) + A jXit)
(4-23)
Where A, is strictly a positive number and let
Xit) =Xit)-Xdit)
(4.24)
be the tracking error in the variable X, andXd it) is the desired state trajectory. By setting the time
derivative of equation (4.23) to zero, the state trajectories remain on the sliding surface can be
enforced,
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S =X-Xd +AiX-Xd) = 0
(4.25)
Solving the above equation for X , we get
X =Xd-AiX-Xd)
(4.26)
Substituting the above equation in (4.22) and solving for U , we get
A A-1
U = B Xd-AiX-Xd)-AX-D
(4.27)
The above equation represents the best approximation for the control law to ensure that the state
trajectories are stable on the sliding surface. As the system shown in the equation (4.22) consists of
uncertainties, a nonlinear term is added to the control law to drive the state trajectories to the sliding
surface.
A
U = B
-i A A
Xd-AiX-Xd)-AX-D-nsgniS)
(4.28)
Where 77 is a constant positive value and sgn (S) is the signum function of the sliding surface. The
control problem is to get the state trajectories to track the desired or specific time varying states in
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presence of model imprecision. For the tracking task to be achievable using a finite control, the
initial desired state Xd (0) must be such that
Xdi0)=Xi0)
4.2 Stability ofthe Sliding mode control law:
To ensure that the control law proposed provides the necessary stability and robustness in
presence ofparametric and unmodelled uncertainty, a candidate Lyapunov function [18-21] is
selected as described in the previous chapter.
Consider the following candidate Lyapunov function
Vit,x,x) =
(4.29)
The above function is a positive definite function for every value of 's'; and differentiating the above
equation gives
Vit,x,x) = SS
(4.30)
Substituting equation (4.25) in the above equation we get,
Vit,x,x) = S X-Xd+AiX-Xd)
(4.31)
Now substituting equation (4.22) for X in the above equation yields
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Vit,x,x) = S Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit)Uit) -Xd+AiX - Xd )
Now plugging in the equation for control input (4.28) in the above and solving we get
(4.32)
Vit,x,x) = S Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit) B Xd-AiX-Xd)-AX-D-rjsgniS) -Xd +AiX-Xd)
Vit,x,'x) = S[-?]sgniS)]
Vit,x,x)<-n\S\
(4.33)
Equation (4.33) is always negative for every value of S, therefore the Lyapunov stability Criterion is
satisfied and closed loop control system with this control law is asymptotically stable. Essentially
(4.29) states that the squared distance to the surface, as measured by S2, decrease along all system
trajectories. Thus, it constrains trajectories to point towards the surface S (t). In particular, once on
the surface, the system trajectories remain on the surface, i.e., satisfying the equation (4.33) makes
the surface an invariant set. In other words, the surface is both a place and a dynamics.
4.3 Development ofa Scalar Switching Gain:
Scalar Switching gain is derived same as derived for the Bus suspension system in the
chapter 2 (see equations (2.19-2.24) in section 2.2.2). Consider the sliding mode control law derived
in the equation (4.28), which is the best estimate of the equivalent control in the presence of
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uncertainties [21-25]. The equation is written in the equivalent form with the scalar switching gain,
K.
A
~
U = B Xd - AiX - Xd ) - AX - D-K sgn(S)
(4.34)
Now consider the actual system, which is described by following first order nonlinear equation
Xit) = Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit)Uit)
(4-35)
Where
X
A(t)
D(t)
B(t)
State Matrix,
System Matrix,
Disturbance Matrice or Nonlinear aspects of system dynamics
Input Gain Matrice
The equivalent control law for the actual system can be derived in the similar way as derived for the
estimated system. Substituting (4.35) into equation (4.25) yields,
S = Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit)Uit) -Xd +AiX - Xd )
(4.36)
Now plugging in the Control law derived in the equation (4.34) into the above equation,
S = Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit) B
A A
Xd - AiX - Xd ) - AX - D-K sgn(S) -Xd+AiX-Xd)
(4-37)
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S = Ait)Xit) + Dit) + Bit)B Xd-ABit)B iX-Xd)-Bit)B AX- Bit) B D-Bit)B KsgniS)
-Xd+AiX-Xd)
Rearranging the adding the like terms of the above equation, we get,
. (
S =
V"1 A^ ( A-^ ( A-l ^ . f
*d +
j v
A-BB A X +
J V
A -ABB X+
J V
BB -1 D-BB D BB KsgniS)
(4.38)
Now substituting the above equation into the sliding condition described in the equation (4.33)
i.e.,
We get
Vit,x,x)<-T]\S\
SS =
-f
A-
A"' A^
-BB A X +
( A-l>
A-ABB X+
f A"'
BB -1 xd+
( A -1 A >
D-BB D
A"'
-55 A"sgn(5)
\ J K J V J v ;
S < -rj\S\
(4-39)
55 =
/ a-1aA /"
/i-55 v4 X +
V y
-i\
A-;t55
v
x+
( a-i N
55 -1 *rf+
A-l ^
>-55 D S + tj\S\<BB KSsgniS)
SS =
f A"' A A
X +
-i\
A-/15 5 Z+ BB -1 * + D-BB D
J
A -i
5 5 LSI BB \S\
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Assuming that the equality constraint is satisfied, the scalar switching gain must be the following
K> BB-'A-A X\ + 1-55 -1 Xo + BB-'D-D + A BB~l -1 X +BB'lrj
(4.40)
The parameter of these equations are unknown, but are assumed to be bounded. The upper and lower
bounds of these parameters are defined as follows
0<CLo/ow<CLo<CLo^
0<CLaw<CLa<CLaw
0<CLq/ow<CLq<CLqw
0 < CLadot,011, < CLadot < CLadot^
0<CLde/ow^CLde<CLdew
0<CLdfw<CLdf<CLdflw,
0<CDo/ovv<CDo<CDow
0<CDa/ow<CDa<CDaw
0<CDq/w<CDq<CDqw
0 < CDadot/ow < CDadot < CDadotw
0<CDde/ow<CDde<CDdew
0 < CDdf/0W < CDdf < CDdf,PP
0<CYo/ow<CYo<CYo^
0<CYb/ow<CYb<CYbH/v;
0<CYp,ow<CYp<CYp "pp
(4.40.1)
(4.40.2)
(4.40.3)
(4.40.4)
(4.40.5)
(4.40.6)
(4.40.7)
(4.40.8)
(4.40.9)
(4.40.10)
(4.40.11)
(4.40.12)
(4.40.13)
(4.40.14)
(4.40.15)
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0 < CYrw < CYr < CYr^ (4.40.16)
0 < CYda;ow < CYda < CYda^ (4.40.17)
0 < CYdrw < CYdr < CYdr^ (4.40. 1 8)
0 < Clow < Clo < Clow (4.40.19)
0 < Clb/ow < Clb < Clbp/, (4.40.20)
0 < Clpw < Clp < Clp^ (4.40.21)
0 < Clr/ow < Clr < Clrw (4.40.22)
0 < Clda/ow < Clda < Clda,^ (4.40.23)
0 < Cldrw < Cldr < Cldr^ (4.40.24)
0 < Cmo/ow < Cmo < Cmow (4.40.25)
0 < Cmaw < Cma < Cmaw (4.40.26)
0 < Cmqw < Cmq < Cmq^ (4.40.27)
0 < Cmadot/Ow < Cmadot < Cmadot^ (4.40.28)
0 < Cmde/ow < Cmde < Cmdep/, (4.40.29)
0 < Cmdf,otv < Cmdf < Cmdf^ (4.40.30)
0 < Cno/ow < Cno < Cno^ (4.40.31)
0<Cnb/ow<Cnb<Cnbw (4.40.32)
0 < Cnp/ow < Cnp < Cnpw (4.40.33)
0<Cnrw<Cnr<Cnruw (4.40.34)
0 < Cnda/ow < Cnda < Cndaw (4.40.35)
0 < Cndrw < Cndr < CndrHff7 (4.40.36)
0 < Ix/ow < Ix < Ixw (4.40.37)
0 < Iy/ow < Iy < Iyupp (4.40.38)
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0 < Iz, < Iz < Iz "pp
0 < Ixz, < Ixz < Ixz
upp
0 < Ixyw < Ixy < Ixyupp
0<Iyzw<Iyz<Iyzw
0 < slow < s < supp
0 < cbar/ow < cbar < cbar,
0<b, <b<b"to " " upp
0 < mlow < mit) < mupp
0 < rhow < rho < rho
upp
upp
0 < T, < T < Tlow ^ 'upp
(4.40.39)
(4.40.40)
(4.40.41)
(4.40.42)
(4.40.43)
(4.40.44)
(4.40.45)
(4.40.46)
(4.40.47)
(4.40.48)
The estimates of the above parameters are assumed to be the geometric mean of their respective
bounds for example,
m(0 =VK-"vJ
The control switching law will cause the closed-loop system to
"chatter" due to the
discontinuous term. This chattering is undesirable to achieve proper performance, which may also
sometimes results in instability. So as to eliminate chattering, the control signal is Smoothed in a thin
boundary layer i.e., assigning a low pass filter to the control signal. To accomplish this task, the
signum function i.e., sgn (S) is replaced with a saturation function with a varying boundary layer
thickness, which provides the smoothing effect. The sliding mode control law becomes the following
A
"
U = B Xd - AiX -Xd)-AX-D-Ksati-)
<l>
(4-41)
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sWhere <j) is the boundary layer thickness and sat{)is the saturation function of the sliding surface in
the thin boundary layer.
4.4 Simulation:
The first order nonlinear matrix shown in the equation (4.21) is simulated with different values
of boundary layer thickness and for various different inputs of Velocity and Angle of Attack. Figures
from (4.1) to (4.168) shows the desired transient of Velocity, Angle of attack, Angle of sideslip, Roll
rate, Pitch rate and Yaw rate, Pitch Angle, Roll Angle, Yaw Angle, Altitude and the four control inputs
for every change in values of the parameters. Matlab code and Simulink file is attached in the Appendix-
3 for lookup.
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4.5 Results:
4.5.1 Stability OfThe System Under Change In Angle OfAttack Input Signal:
4.5.1.1 Velocity=626.818 ft/see & Angle ofAttack=3.0 degrees.
To test the stability of the system for different inputs ofAngle ofAttack parameter, the input
of theAngle ofAttack parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of 3.0 degrees
while keeping the other parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.2 Desired Angle ofAttack Trajectory
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Figure 4.4 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is successful in forcing the state trajectories to track the
desired state trajectories within the desired time of40 -50 seconds, while keeping the other
parameters at their trim conditions.
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4.5.1.2 Velocity=626.8I8 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=4.1 degrees.
To test the stability of the system for different inputs ofAngle ofAttack parameter, the input
of theAngle ofAttack parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of4.1 degrees
while keeping the other parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.8 Desired Control Input Trajectory
The state trajectory ofAngle ofAttack reaches the desired state trajectory of 4.1 degrees
within the 50 seconds time, which is the desired condition.
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4.5.2 Stability OfThe System Under Change In Velocity Input Signal:
4.5.2.1 Velocity=600 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.6I03 degrees.
To test the stability of the system for different inputs ofVelocity parameter, the input of the
Velocity parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of600 (ft/sec) while keeping
the other parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.1 1 Desired Trajectories of the parameters
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Figure 4.12 Desired Control Input Trajectory
The state trajectory ofVelocity reaches the desired trajectory of600ft/sec within 50seconds
time from the trim condition of 626.818, with minimal change in the transients of the other
parameters.
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4.5.2.2 Velocity=650 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.6I03 degrees.
To test the stability of the system for different inputs ofVelocity parameter, the input of the
Velocity parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of650 (ft/sec) while keeping
the other parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.13 DesiredVelocity Trajectory
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Figure 4.14 Desired Angle OfAttack Trajectory
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Figure 4.16 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is successful in forcing the state trajectories to track the
desired state trajectories within the desired time of40 -50 seconds, while keeping the other
parameters at their trim conditions.
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4.5.3 Stability Under Change In Input Signals OfBoth VelocityAndAngle OfAttack:
4.5.3.1 Velocity=600 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.0 degrees
In this section, Stability of the system is tested for varying both Velocity and Angle of
Attack inputs of the system at the same time; these parameters are forced to track the
predefined trajectories of 600ft/sec and 3.0 degrees simultaneously while keeping the other
parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.20 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is successful in forcing the state trajectories to track the
desired states of system even under the variation of both the parameter from their initial
condition at the same time in the desired time period.
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4.5.3.2 Velocity=650 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=4. 1 degrees
In this section, Stability of the system is tested for varying both Velocity and Angle of
Attack inputs of the system at the same time; these parameters are forced to track the
predefined trajectories of 650ft/sec and 4.1 degrees simultaneously while keeping the other
parameters of the system at their trim condition
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Figure 4.24 Desired Control Input Trajectories
The system is stable even under variation of both Velocity and Angle of Attack
parameters at the same time.
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4-5.4 Test For Robustness OfThe System Under 10% Variation In The Coefficients Of
The Parameters OfThe System:
4.5.4.1 Velocity=600 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.6103 degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation in the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs ofVelocity parameter, the input of the Velocity parameter is forced
to track the predefined trajectory of 600 (ft/sec) while keeping the other parameters of the
system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.28 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is tested for robustness under 10% variation in the
coefficients of the parameters, and it was observed that the controller is successful in
forcing the state trajectories to track the desired states within the required conditions of
40-50 seconds time.
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4-5.4.2 Velocity=650 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.6I03 degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation in the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs ofVelocity parameter, the input of theVelocity parameter is forced
to track the predefined trajectory of650 (ft/sec) while keeping the other parameters of the
system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.29 Desired Velocity Trajectory
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Figure 4.30 Desired Angel ofAttack Trajectory
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Figure 4.32 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is tested for robustness under 10% variation in the coefficients of
the parameters, and it was observed that the controller is successful in forcing the
trajectories ofVelocity and Angle ofAttack to track the desired states within the required
conditions of40-50 seconds time.
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4.5.4.3 Velocity=626.8I8 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=4.1 degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation in the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs of Angle of Attack parameter, the input of the Angle of Attack
parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of 4.1 (deg) while keeping the other
parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.36 Desired Control Input Trajectories
The Figures (3.33-3.34) show that the system is robust when the Angle ofAttack is
varied from the nominal condition of 3.6103 degrees to 4.1 degrees with minimal transient
change in the other parameter.
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4.5.4.4 Velocity=626.818 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.0 degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation in the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs of Angle of Attack parameter, the input of the Angle of Attack
parameter is forced to track the predefined trajectory of 3.0 (deg) while keeping the other
parameters of the system at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.40 Desired Control Input Trajectories
The Figures (4.37-4.38) show that the system is robust when the Angle ofAttack is
varied from the nominal condition of 3.6103 degrees to 3.0 degrees with minimal transient
change in the other parameter.
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4-5.4.5 Velocity=600 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=3.0 degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation of the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs of Velocity and Angle ofAttack parameters, the inputs of these
parameters are forced to track the predefined trajectories of 600 ft/sec and 3.0 deg
simultaneously, while keeping the other parameters of the system at their trim conditions.
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Figure 4.44 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Sliding Mode Controller is tested for robustness under 10% variation in the
coefficients of the parameters, and it was observed that the controller is successful in
forcing the state trajectories to track the desired states ofAngle ofAttack to 3.0 (deg) and
Velocity to 600 (ft/sec) from their nominal condition while keeping the other parameters at
the their initial conditions within 40-50 seconds time.
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4.5.4.6 Velocity=650 ft/sec & Angle ofAttack=4.I degrees
To test the robustness of the system for 10% variation of the coefficients of the parameters
and for different inputs of Velocity and Angle of Attack parameters, the inputs of these
parameters are forced to track the predefined trajectories of 650 ft/sec and 4.1 deg
simultaneously, while keeping the other parameters of the system at their trim conditions.
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Figure 4.45 Desired Velocity Trajectory
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Figure 4.46 Desired Angle OfAttack Trajectory
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Figure 4.48 Desired Control Input Trajectories
The Figures (4.45-4.46) show that the system is robust when the Angle ofAttack is
varied from the nominal condition of 3.6103 degrees to 3.0 degrees and velocity from
626.818 to 600ft/sec withminimal transient change in the other parameter.
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4-5.4.7 Test For Sensitivity OfThe System To Variation OfParameters:
To test the Stability, Sensitivity and Robustness of the system for 10% variation of
the coefficients of the parameters, the Velocity input is forced to track the predefined
trajectory of626.8 while keeping the other parameters at their trim condition.
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Figure 4.50 DesiredAngle OfAttack Trajectory
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Figure 4.51 Desired Control Input Trajectories
Figure 4.52 Desired Tracking Error of the Parameters
Figure 4.52 show the tracking error of the parameters are within the limit of acceptability,
and the Figures (4.49-4.51) show that the Sliding Mode Controller is successful in forcing
all the state trajectories to track their own desired trajectories within the specified time.
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Results and Conclusion:
> The simulation demonstrates the Sliding Mode Controller's ability to achieve
perfect tracking and robustness under different parametric variations.
> Controller was designed to achieve the desired results for Velocity and Angle of
Attack of the aircraft under parametric variation, keeping other parameters at their
trim (initial) conditions.
> Controller was able to achieve the desired transients for the Angle ofAttack, when
it was varied from its trim condition of 3.6103 to 3.0 and 4.1 respectively within
the desired 50 seconds time with minimal deviation of the other parameters from
their initial condition as shown in the figures from (4.1) to (4.8), keeping Velocity
and other parameters at their trim conditions.
> Keeping Angle of attack and other parameters at trim condition and changing the
Velocity from an initial condition of 626.818 to a final value of 600(ft/sec) and
650(ft/sec) respectively, the figures from (4.9) to (4.16) shows that the transients of
the parameters are reached within 50 seconds time, which is the desired condition.
> Figures from (4.17) to (4.24) also demonstrate that the transients of the parameters
reach their desired results within 50 seconds, even when both Velocity and Angle of
Attack are changed from their trim condition at the same time.
> It is observed from the figures (4.25) to (4.48) that the Sliding Mode Controller
makes the system robust even when the coefficients of system parameter are varied
by 10% from their nominal values.
> Sliding Mode Controller is successful in tracking the desired results for Velocity
and Angle of Attack when they are varied from their initial conditions, and also
stabilizing the system and making the system robust under parametric variation.
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Suggestions for Future Work:
> Test for stability and robustness of the sliding mode controller
under variation ofpitch rate input signal.
> Test of stability and robustness for variation in lateral moment
parameters i.e., for variation in angle of sideslip, roll rate and
yaw rate for the unmanned air vehicle system is recommended.
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APPENDIX-1
CODE FOR SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR SYSTEM
m=2;
c=0.5,
k=l . 3 ,
f=5.0,
b=2;
mmin=l;
mmax=3;
cmin=0 . 4 ;
cmax=0 .75;
kmin=l;
kmax=l .75;
fmin=4 ;
fmax=6 . 5;
bmin=l . 95;
bmax=2 . 2 ;
mcap= (mmin*mmax) A0 . 5;
ccap= (cmin*cmax) A0 . 5 ;
kcap= (kmin*kmax) A0 . 5;
bcap=(bmin*bmax) A0 . 5;
mue= (mmax/mmin) A0 . 5;
gamma= (cmax/cmin) A0 . 5;
kbar= (kmax/kmin) A0 . 5;
beta= (bmax/bmin) A0. 5;
dcap= (fmax+fmin) /2 ;
lamda=100;
D=abs (dcap-f ) ;
n=0.10;
Inertial mass
damping coefficient
stiffness
nonlinear parameter
input gain
minimum deviation of mass
maximum deviation of mass
mininmum deviation of damping coefficient
maximun deviation of damping coefficient
minimum deviation of stiffness
maximun deviation of stiffness
minimum deviation of f (t)
maximun deviation of f (t)
minimum deviation of input gain
maximum deviation of input gain
estimated inertial mass
estimated damping coefficient
estimated stiffness
estimated input gain
(mmax/mmin) A0 . 5
(cmax/cmin) A0 . 5
kbar=roman k
(bmax/bmin) A0 . 5
nonlinear gain
time constant
actual systems nonlinear gain behaviour
constant positive value
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